
B I N G O

Dean says Son of 
a Bitch

Castiel flies in 
un-expectantly

A brother suffers 
thru a 
humiliating 
situation
 
 

Motel in alternate 
reality is actually  
nice

Somebody dies

Dean gets cranky 
about something

Sam has 
uncomfortable 
moment with 
Gen/Ruby
 

Raphael appears 
in a new 
meatsuit

Brothers talk 
together on the 
cell phone

Balthazar and 
Dean trade 
insults to each 
other

MOTW
monologues

Sam puts his 
hand thru his hair  

FREE Brothers open/
drink a coffee

Dean makes a 
movie/tv 
reference

Castiel makes a 
funny reference 
about Misha

Dean makes a 
crack about Sam 
and Ruby
 
 

Castiel is a 
badass

Sam brings on 
the puppy dog 
eyes

Sam does a 
bitchface

Brothers find out 
Balthazar told 
Robosam 
needing to kill 
Bobby/father
 

Sam harasses 
Dean for making 
a sex joke

Sam does 
research on his 
laptop

Castiel/Misha on 
a cell phone

Dean 
unimpressed with 
Jensen



B I N G O

A brother suffers 
thru a 
humiliating 
situation
 

Dean says Son of 
a Bitch

Dean makes a 
sex joke

Sam puts his 
hand thru his hair
 
 
 

Castiel is a 
badass

Sams does a 
bitchface

Castiel/Misha on 
a cell phone

Castiel flies in 
un-expectantly

Sam has 
uncomfortable
moment with 
Gen/Ruby
 

Brothers drink 
alcohol

Somebody dies A brothers rolls 
his eyes at the 
other.

FREE Raphael appears 
in a new meatsuit

Dean makes a 
crack about Sam 
and Ruby

Balthazar and 
Dean trade 
insults to each 
other.
 

Sam does 
research on his 
laptop
 

Sam and Dean 
flip out over 
something
 

Dean 
unimpressed with 
Jensen

MOTW 
monologues

Sam’s brings on 
the puppy dog 
eyes
 
 

Dean makes a 
movie/tv 
reference

Motel in alternate 
reality is actually  
nice

Dean goes on a 
rant

Sam &/or Dean 
try to kill Ruby/
Gen
 
 



B I N G O

Raphael appears 
in a new meatsuit
 
 

Dean 
unimpressed with 
Jensen

MOTW 
monologues

Dean makes a 
crack about Sam 
and Ruby
 
 

Dean says Son of 
a Bitch

Motel in alternate 
reality is actually  
nice
 
 

Sam’s does a 
bitchface

Sam’s brings on 
the puppy dog 
eyes

Castiel makes a 
funny reference 
about Misha

Brothers talk 
together on the 
cell phone.

Sam harasses 
Dean for making 
a sex joke

Brothers open/
drink a coffee

FREE
 

Brothers find out 
Balthazar told 
Robosam 
needing to kill 
Bobby/father
 

Sam does 
research on his 
laptop
 

Castiel/Misha on 
a cell phone

Sam &/or Dean 
try to kill Ruby/
Gen

Balthazar and 
Dean trade 
insults to each 
other.
 

Sam puts his 
hand thru his hair
 

Sam has 
uncomfortable
moment with 
Gen/Ruby
 

Dean goes on a 
rant 

Castiel is a 
badass

Dean makes a 
movie/tv 
reference

Somebody dies A brother suffers 
thru a 
humiliating 
situation



B I N G O

Brothers open/
drink a coffee

Castiel makes a 
funny reference 
about Misha

Sam has 
uncomfortable
moment with 
Gen/Ruby
 

A brother suffer 
thru a 
humiliating 
situation
 

Castiel flies in 
un-expectantly

Sam and Dean 
beat up someone

Somebody dies Castiel/Misha on 
a cell phone

Dean makes a 
movie/tv 
reference
 
 

Dean makes a 
sex joke
 
 
 

Sam does 
research on his 
laptop
 

Dean says Son of 
a Bitch

FREE

 

Castiel is a 
badass

Sam’s brings on 
the puppy dog 
eyes
 
 

A brother rolls 
his eyes at the 
other.

Raphael appears 
in a new meatsuit

Dean makes a 
crack about Sam 
and Ruby
 
 

Sam &/or Dean 
try to kill Ruby/
Gen

Motel in alternate 
reality is actually  
nice

Sam puts his 
hand thru his hair
 

MOTW 
monologues

Sam’s does a 
bitchface

Balthazar and 
Dean trade 
insults to each 
other.
 

Brothers find out 
Balthazar told 
Robosam 
needing to kill 
Bobby/father
 


